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1 Introduction 

The vihratin!( potential model (VPM) has been used in nuclear physics 

for a long time (see, for example, [1-9]). This model has an advantage to 

provide a self-consistent description of collective excitations without tirne 

consuming calculations. In the VPM, the residual separable forces and 

their strength constants arc consistent with the form of the single-particle 

potPntial including all its defonnation distortions. This is very irnportant 

for the dc_,scription of collectiVf.• excitations in deforrned and, especially). 

in superdcfonned nuclei. 

Up to now. numerical calculations within the VPM were mainly lim

ited to the case of the harmonic-oscillator single-particle potential with a 

quadrupole deformation. In these studies, the doubly-stretched-coordinate 

t.Pchnique was often used to transfonn the rnodel equations to the forrr1 

corresponding to the spherical systern (see 1 e.g. [7-9]). However, this 

technique has not been developed for nuclei with other deformations, 

e.g., for the cases when both quadrupole and hexadecapole deformations 

are irnportant. A rnore general version of the VPM has recently been 

proposed in [10-12] on the basis of the multipole expansion of a single

particle potential and ground state density. This version can be applied to 

systems (atomic nuclei and metal clusters) with any kind of st<ttic ddor

rnation (spherical systerns are also covered) and with any single-particle

potentials (harrnonic oscillator, Woods-Saxon, etc.). In this work, we 

present the VPM equations for atomic nuclei. In addition, the isovec

t.or interaction will be taken into account and the generalized strength 

function method (SFM) will be incorporated into the VPM scheme. The 
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SFM allows us to avoid solving of the VPM equations for <'Very stat<·. 

thus drastically simplifying the calculations. The model will he applied 

to the description of E2 and E3 isoscalar GR in 1·
12 Dy. 154 Sm and "''Gd 

with normal deformation and superdeformation (31 = 0.6). Nuclei 1"5111 

and 158Gd are chosen to check the VPM description of GR at normal <k

formation while the nucleus 152 Dy is taken to clur:idak whether E2 and 

E3 GR surVive at superdcforrnation (a supenlefornwd rotat.ion~tl }Jand 

was observed in L52Dy in [13]). 

2 Main equations 

A brief sketch of the VPM will first he presented. Following [6,10-12]. we 

consider the si1nplest ca._c;;e of the irrotational and divergence fre<~ collc<"

tive mode corresponding to the external field h,(il = r'Y;;,(n). Hf'Te, 

Y,~,(n) = Y,"(n) + d · Y,~(n) where Y,,,(n) is the spherical harmonic 

and the coefficient d = ±1 assures the hcrmiticity of the Hamiltonian. 

Requiring variations of the single-particle potential and density to h(' 

consistent (nuclear self-consistency)) one can develop the VPJ\:I equations 

of the same form as the schematic RPA with separable fon·<·s [6,10-12]. 

Then, the Hamiltonian is written as 

(1) 

where 

(2) 
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and 

(1<~,\"))~ 1 = L J n~T)(T)vQ~~(i"). v h"(T)dr 
T 

= - L J Q\~(T)V h"(T). vn~T)(T)dr. 
T 

(3) 

The dispersion equation is 

(4) 

where 
k'IQ(T)Ik 2 2 

. _ ""' (T) _ ""' ""' < .1" > "w'w x,",- L.. x,~",- 2 L.. L.. 2 2 · 
r r kk'Er EH, - w)r.IJt 

(5) 

Eqs. (2)-(3) determine the self-consistent residual forces and the in-

verse strength constant of these forces in the isoscalar case. It is seen that 

in the VPM the residual forces (2) are consistent with the form of the 

single-particle potential vtl(r') and the nuclear self-consistency provides 

the expression for the strength constant 1<~.1")· In (1), Ho includes the cen

tral potential vt)(T), the spin-orbital interaction and pairing; 1<;),\p) and 

~<\.\") are the strength constants of the isoscalar and isovector residual 

forces; T is equal to -1 and + 1 for neutron and proton systems, respec

tively. In (2) and (3), n~T\T) = l:k II k > 12 is a neutron (proton) ground 

state density with I k > being a wave function of a single-particle state k. 

In (5), fkk' = Ek+Ek', Ek is the one-quasiparticle energy, Ukk' = ukvk•+uk'Vk, 

uk and Vk are the Bogoliubov transformation coefficients, w.\pt is the root 

of equation ( 4). Since this paper is mainly devoted to the description 

of isoscalar GR, the isovector forces are treated in a simplified man

ner, i.e., without the self-consistency. They are taken of the same form 

as the isoscalar forces, and their strength constants are calculated as 
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~<\"") = CY>.I<~>.p) where the coefficient t:Y>. is adjusted so as to reproducP the 

experimental excitation energy of the isovector E).. GR. Following tll<' 

experimental systematics for isovector GR, w;;p' = 120- 130A-'i" :vlcV 

and w;;p3 = 195A-113 MeV, one gets n 2 = -1.3 and n, = -3.0. 

Using the multi pole expansion for the single-particle potential V0(f) = 

2:::1 L:~=-l Vtm(r )Y/~(!1) and ground state density no( f) = 2:::1 L::nc _1 n1,(r) 

}/~(!1) (hereafter index Tis omitted for the sake of simplicity), one [>;Cts 

for the operator (2) [10-12]: 

where 

LV lm 

Q~'L"Id(r) = (2).. + 1) >.(2)..- 1) (CLAf d( 1)"CLM ) 
A 7r(2£ + 1) lm>.,, + - /m>.-1' 

. [M(l) dV,m >.-1 _ M(2hr >.-2] 
)..L[ dr T ).,LfV[mT . 

(6) 

(7) 

Here, C{;,'J." is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient, Mi~)l = A>.u-Bu/, Mi~!1 = 

I· Aw + (l + 1) · Bw and 

(

I+ 1 
Aw = J(l + 1)(21 + 3) >. 

). - 1 
(8) 

B>.L1 = -/1(21- 1) (I~ 1 
>.-

1 ~) · CL0
10>.-Jo· (9) 

Expressions (6)-(7) show that the coupling of the Afl excitation with 

the spherical (I = 0) and deformed (I = 2, 4, 6, ... ) parts of the single-

particle potential leads to the appearance in the residual foru~s of thP 

family of branches with the moments I >.-11:0: L::; >-+1 and parity ( -1)"-

It is seen that due to the self-consistency, the n~sidual interaction includes 
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all the deformation distortions of the single-particle potential. In the 

simplest case of the harmonic oscillator potential, the radial dep<'Il<lence 

of the operator (7) has a widely used form ,,A For other single-particle 

potentials (\Voods-Saxon, etc.), the nuclear self-consistency results in a 

more complicated radial dependence (sec exp. (7)). 

In Fig.l, the radial dependence of tht' main componenb of quadru

pole and octupole residual for<"f's in drfonned and superdefornll'<l L'l4 Sm 

is presented. This depcndcncP is determined by the operator (,!~~;" ( r). 

The calculations have been perfonned with the \\1oods-Saxon potential 

[14] at the normal deformation (fJ, = 0.29 and ;J, = 0.06) and snpcrddor

mation ({12 = 0.6 and 111 = 0). Figure 1 shows that, for both,\= 2 and 3 

collective rnodcs, the deforrnation distortions (arising due to thP nudear 

self-consistency) and the spherical part of the fPsidual fon·ps tlfP of the 

sarne order of rnagnitudc. It is especially thP casP for tlw supcrddonua

tion. This means that tlw nuclear self-consistency is vPry intport aut for 

the description of E).. excitations in dr>forn1Pd and. cspf'cially. SIIJH'nk

fonned nuclei. 

The calculations for G R in dcfonncd nuclei an' known t.o lH' t inH' 

consuming. At the sarnc tinw, expPrinwnt.al data providP only aV<T<tgPd 

characteristics of GR, and thus we do not llf'f'd a dC't.ailcd d<'scriptiou of 

every one-phonon state. In this case, the SFJ\1 is wr~· nsPfnl [lf>]. This 

rncthod allows us to obtain the averaged infonnatiou about GR dir<'ctly· 

frorn the strength function, i.e., without solving th<' VP~J <'qnat ions for 
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C'Very statr. According to [15L the strength function has tlH' forrn 

with the weight function p( r..v• - r..v•t) = 2~ (:..J-wt F~-{6./ 2 )2. Her<', 

B(£)..1'· qr--> -.:1 ) is the reduct•d probability of the EAJl transition frmu 

the gnmnd statP to tlH~ OIH'-phonon stat<• t. The quantity D. is an m·<·r-

aging parameter. 

Using thr technique proposf'd in [15], we have obtained for thP ~t.n•ngt.h 

function ( 10) the general expression 

( 11) 

6 '"""'( Ap)2 2 m ( (-1)m+l 1 )) 
+ f::;, J!u• "H'EH' (w + EH•)' + (6./2)2 + (w- f>e) 2 + (6./2) 2 

when' 

The function X;._ 11 (z) has tlw smne fonn as (~xp. (5) with changing WAp.t 

by the complex value z. In (14), p~~. is the single-particle matrix element 

for the EAJl transition. Expression (11) is valid for m = 0, 1, 2 and 3. 
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The first term in (11) is the contribution of the residual interaction. If 

the isovector interaction is neglected, this term has a simple form with 

Y>,,(z) = "~>"Jcx>"(z))' and Y>"(z) = 1- "~>,•lx>"(z). The second term 

in ( 11) represents the unperturbed strength function. 

3 Results and discussion 

The strength functions b(E>.,w) = b1(E>.,w) for>.= 2 and 3 excitations 

are presented for 152 Dy, 154Sm and 158Gd in Figs. 2-6. The cases of 

normal deformation and superdeformation are considered. The normal 

deformations arc taken from ref. [14] (f32o = 0.29 and i34o = 0.06) for 

154Sm and 158Gd and from ref. [16] (f3,o = 0.14 and f34o = 0.02) for 152 Dy. 

For all the nuclei the superdeformation is taken to be equal to ;320 = 0.6 

(f34o = 0). The neutron and proton pairing gaps are chosen to be !:>.P = 1.0 

MeV and !:l.n = 0.9 MeV at normal deformation and !:>.P = !:l.n = 0.3 MeV 

at superdeformation [16]. A large single-particle basis is used. We take 

into account 123 neutron and 136 proton states in the energy range from 

-50 MeV to +40 MeV and more than 6500 and 8600 two-quasiparticle 

configurations for >. = 2 and 3 excitations, respectively. The energy

weighted sum ruleS> = 2:;1 w,B(E>.p,gr---+ w,) exhausts 80- 100% of 

the model-independent estimation siO) = ;:~>.(2>. + 1)2 z < r 2A- 2 >. In 

Figs. 2-6, the strength functions are given starting with 2 MeV since 

the VPM does not provide an appropriate description of the low-lying 

collective states. The reason for the shortcoming is that pairing and 

spin-orbital interactions, that are very important for low-lying states, are 

not included into the self-consistent procedure. 
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Figs.2-4 show that the unperturbed E2 strength is mainly concentrated 

in a wide energy region with a centroid at 15 MeV (the unperturbed E2 

GR). This bump corresponds to the t;.N = 2 transitions ()I is a priucipal 

shell quantum number) with the energy about 2rrwo where n.wo = 41-.4 -l/:l 

MeV is the energy distance between neighbour shells. The unperturbed 

E3 strength is mainly concentrated at 8 MeV (the low-energy E3 GR) 

and 23 MeV (the familiar E3 GR), which corresponds to the I';.N 

1 and 3 transitions with the energies 1nwo and 3nw0 , respectively. It. 

should be noted that the unperturbed E2 and E3 GR are distinct at 

both normal deformation and superdeformation. As is seen below, the 

residual interaction changes considerably this picture, especially for the 

E3 GR. 

Now let us consider this case, i.e. the E2 and E3 GR calculated with 

the residual interaction. As cornparcd with [12], the present calculations 

have two irnportant advantages. First 1 the isovcctor interaction is taken 

into account. As is seen from Figs.2-4, this interaction Hhifts part of the 

strength from the right shoulder of the GR to higher energies and thus 

rmnoves the artificial widening of the isoscalar GR. So, the isovector in

teraction is important for a correct description of not only isovector but 

also isoscalar GR. The second advantage is that the present calcnlations 

use the microscopic ground state density no( f) = Lk~l II k > 12 instead 

of the simplified expression no( f) = no/[1 + exp[r- R( II,¢)/ a]] calculated 

in [12] with the parameters of the \Voods-Saxon potential [14]. As are

sult, the theoretical energies of E2 and E3 GR, being much overestimated 

(for 2 and 3.5 MeV, respectively) in [12], are in much better agreement. 
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with f'xperimental data in the present calculations. Indeed. in l.J·I Sn1 Wf' 

have obtainC'd ._._,.,>..:::;:::>. = 12.G ~'leV and ~.,.r\:::;:::-1 = 21 MeV as cmnparf'd with 

the experimental values w;;P' = 12.36 :\1cV [4] and c..•;;'p" = 19.6 :\IPY (the 

latt('r was obtained frmn the ('Xperirnental S:V'Stf'Inatics for thP isoscalar 

E3 GR, w;;P3 = 105A"· 1i" Me\'). For 108Gd, the agreement witii exper

imental systematics for the isoscalar E2 and E3 GR is still betiPr: tii<' 

calculations give u_r>..='2 = 11.9 )...fpV and ;..,.J>.=:l = 20 ;vicV as con1parf'd with 

thP cxpcrirncnt.al vahH'S r..v·~~~,2 = 11.9 1\..'leV (thP cxpPrinH'ntal s:vstcnwtics 

o.;;;'p' = 64A- 1i 3 MeV) and w;~;' = 19.4 :VIcV. 

Figs. 2-4 show that the isoscalar E2 and E3 GR arc wdl clistinct 

at nonual ckfonnation. The snpPrdcfonnation incrpasPs not.icl'ahl~· t hPir 

fragmentation. The E2 GR, hciu!!: strongc>r than thf' E3 GR. f<'Illaius to 

he rather distinct at superdPfonnation (InorP in L14 S111 and lfli'·Gd and lPss 

in 152 Dy). As for the E3 GR, this resonatH'f' hPCOllH's rat.lH'r Yagnc. It 

practically disappPars in lf'2Dy. In this coniH'd.ion, onp has to notl' that 

the conclusion [12] (ba ... •·>cd on the prdirninar:y sintplifi<'d cakulatinns). 

on the E2 and E3 GR being indistinct at SUJWrdeformation. shoni<l l"' 

softened: it concerns rnainly E3 GR in sonH' particular undPi. 

The result that superddonnation can noti('('a.hl_v destroy t lH' E:2 and 

E3 GR seents to lw realistic. It shonld be IncntionPd, IH'VPrthdcs~. that 

this result has been obtained under sontc approxinmt.ions. First of all. t h<' 

rotation and corresponding effects (an alignntPnt., Pte.) W<'rt' 11ot t ak('lJ 

into account. Also1 as has been ntentioned abov<' 1 \\'(' have dcrin·d t h(' 

residual interaction starting with thP external fiPlcl JA1, ( i') = r'} '1" ( !l) 
·I' 

which corresponds to the electric fidd in th<' long-wave' limit. i.e·. to 
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cxperirnental probes, like photons and 0lectrous. It is not dear. if the 

present result!-:> arc valid for hadronic probes~ like protons and alpha

particles. As is seen from Fig;s.2-4. the unpertnrlwd E2 and E:J GRan' 

rather well pronounced even at superdcforrnation. In principle, we cauuot 

cast aside the chance that hadronic prohPs will not l<•ad to so drmnatic 

fragn1entation of E2 and E3 GRas in the case of electric probes. 

Figs. 2-4 demonstrat<' also smrw other freatnres of the E2 and E3 G B. 

First. superclefornli-ltion leads to sorne increase in the energies of the E2 

and E3 GR. Second, together with the E2 and E3 GR, the supenlefor

mation influences the low-cnerp;y E3 GR located at til!' energy G-10 ~vleV. 

This resonance is washed out less than the E2 GB but more than the E3 

GR. Third
1 as was mentioned ahove 1 the calculated GR are 1nore vague 

in J.J'2 Dy than in 151 Srn. and 158Gd. This could be connected with the 

specific character of J.12 Dy where the muuher of neutrons is ratlwr dos<' 

to the magic number. Fourth, the calculated isoscalar E2 and E3 GR 

exhaust approximately 15- 25% of the model-independent Sllln rule 5\0) 

This contribution docs not noticeably change if one passes from norrnal 

ddonuation to superdPfonnatiou. At first sight, the contribution seerns 

to be too snmll. But we should kPep in rnind that this is a contribution of 

the i.wscalar GR to the stun rule <~rnbracing both isoscalar and isovector 

JllO(l<~s. 

In Figs.5-6, the st.renp;t.h functions for the E2 and E3 GR in 15' Dy are 

presented for every projection p. The cases of norrnal deformation and 

supcrdeforrnatiou are cornpared. It is seen that a large fragrnt·ntation 

of these resonances at superdeforrnation is caused by two reasons: (i) in-
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Table l: Contributions (in %) of 11-projections of E2 and E3 excitations in 152Dy to the 

model sum ruleS>, (for the whole energy region 0-60 MeV) 

{320 = 0.14 {3,0 = 0.60 

fl .\=2 .\=3 .\=2 .\=2 

0 21 17 23 19 

1 42 32 43 35 

2 37 28 34 28 

3 - 23 - 18 
~ 

crease in their deformation splitting and (ii) a considerable fragmentation 

of the GR projections themselves. Just the second reason seems to be 

mainly responsible for washing out the E2 and E3 GRin supcrdeformed 

nuclei. 

In Table 1, the contributions of !'-projections of E2 and E3 excitations 

to the model sum rule s. are presented for 152 Dy. These contributions 

were calculated for the whole energy interval 0-60 MeV. It is seen that the 

superdeformation does not change much the results. For both deforrna-

tions and both resonances, the rnain contributions are from projections 

with I' eft 0. This is similar to the case of spherical nuclei where projec

tions with I' eft 0 (embracing both ±I' cases) give exactly twice as large 

contributions as the I' = 0 projection. For the GR regions, the ratios 

between !'-contributions are nearly the same. 
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4 Conclusions 

The extended version of the VPM is presented. Using the multipole ex

pansion for the single-particle potential and ground state density and 

incorporating the strength function method into the VPM, this version 

provides the description of E>. isoscalar GRin nuclei of any shape with

out time cqnsuming calculations. The 1nodel proposed is rather general, 

does not need any adjusting parameters and can be effectively used for 

studying GR in different kinds of nuclei (deformed and superddonned 

nuclei, , drip-line nuclei, etc.). 

The importance of the nuclear self-consistency for deformed and sn

perdeformed nuclei was demonstrated. The results obtained for E2 and 

E3 GR in deformed 154Sm and I.ISGd are m good agreement with the 

available experimental data and systematics. 

For the first time, the realistic calculations of the E2 and E3 GR in 

snperdeformed nuclei have been performed. It was shown that. at supcrde

formation the isoscalar E2 and E3 G R become much more fragmented 

and in some cases (the E3 GRin 152Dy) practically disappear. Since we 

used the external field of the electric type, the results obtained concern 

the probes like photons and electrons. 
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Fig.3 The same as Ill Fig.2 for 158Gd. 
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